
Note:

Economics is about allocation of finite resources

Circular flow diagram
Visual model of the economy that shows how $ and g/s flow through 
markets among households and firms
Factors of production :Land-labour-capital
Normative Statement: Based on personal view
Positive statement: Can be developed and proved
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Cost to individual of unemployment
-loss of income
-loss of skills
-loss of self esteem
-uncertainty about future

Employed (1 hour previous week doing paid work), 
Unemployed (actively seeking work, waiting to start, temp laid off), Unemployed/labour force
Not in labour force (students, parents staying home, retirees).
15+ is adult.

Labour force participation rate working age population in the labour force. (Force/ 15-64population)

People unemployed given up looking for work, so counted as not in labour force.1.
May be doll bludgers not actually seeking work.2.
Underemployed, looking for more hours.3.

Errors

Cyclical unemployment (actual rate-Natural)
Year to year fluctuations around natural employment associated with business cycles 
and demand.
Natural rate of unemployment:
Stays in long run, normality. Consists of frictional and structural.

-Structural
Occupation inability (Skill mismatch), Geographical inability. Redundant skills.
-Frictional

Due to time it takes between suitable jobs
Can be effected by public training programs, employment agencies, unemployment 
benefits decrease incentives to work.
-Classical

Wages are not set at market clearing level (equilibrium)
Minimum wage laws create unemployment as set above market value, Unions and 
collective bargaining, Efficiency wages.

Unemployment time
Short term employed people are usually more, with some few people unemployed for 
extended times.

Efficiency wages
Above equilibrium paid by firms to increase productivity.
Keep others from leaving, better to have long term employees.
Pay higher to attract the higher skills.
Can lead to unemployment as wages are above equilibrium so there is more labour than 
demand.

Asymmetric information problems, One has better info than the other.
-(Adverse Selection Problem, before hired) Runs the risk of getting ripped 
off. Not sure about the type of worker.
-Moral Hazard problem(After hired). People cannot always be monitored, 
so to avoid temptation to slack off or not work properly as people have 
their wage (higher) to lose.

Unemployment
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Economic Growth=
[Real GDP(2nd) - Real GDP(1st)] / RGDP(1st)
GDP Per Capita=
RGDP/Population
Future Value=
PresentValue*(1+GrowthRate)^No.Yrs

Rule of 70 - Will double in approx this time, 
growing at a rate of X(%) per year
70/X = number of years.

Drivers of economic Growth
Intangible products effect everyone beneficially so not multiplied.
Production Function Y = F(L, K, H, N, A) a summary for the four determinants of production

Y = quantity of output•

F( ) is a function that shows how the inputs are combined - available production technology•

L = quantity of labour•

K = quantity of physical capital•

H = quantity of (intangible) human capital•

N = quantity of natural resources•

A = (intangible) technological knowledge•

(multiply all tangible by x)

If  Output=doubles constant returns to scale

If output>doubles increasing returns to scale

If Output<doubles decreasing returns to scale

(multiply all tangible by (1/L) for per worker)

Diminishing Returns
With each increase in capital, the extra output 
produced from additional capital falls. (% 
increase, decreases. (Y/L) decreases)

Catch Up effect
The poor countries should be able to grow at a 
much higher rate, so catch up to rich.

Investment abroad
Assists the poorer in breaking the poverty cycle.
Foreign Direct Investment Owned and operated 
by foreign entity.
Foreign Portfolio Investment Financed by foreign 
money but operated domestically.

Effect of H
In Australia, each year of schooling increases wage on average by 8%.
More schooling, increasing living standards.
Brain Draining The brighter students generally go abroad to increase 
education, but then never return to parent country.

Effect of A
Mostly from private research to advance 
technology.
Government can encourage development through 
research grants, tax breaks, and patency legal 
systems. 

Patents Negatives
-Get patent protection and enforcing is costly and 
unproductive.
-A danger that rival company patents your idea 
before you, discourages investment and 
innovation.
-inhibits positive externality effects of knowledge.

Free Trade
Is needed to be regulated to give protection against foreign larger companies.

1b,2c,3d,4b,5c,6c,7(?),8d,9b,10c,11c,12c,13b,14a,15c
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